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Summary. The present contribution aims at providing a variational arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)

framework for hyperelastostatic as well as hyperelastodynamic problem classes. To this end, a fixed third

configuration, the ALE reference or intrinsic configuration, has to be introduced next to the moving spatial

and material configuration. The essential idea of the present work is the reformulation of the total variation

as the sum of a variation with respect to the spatial coordinates at fixed material and referential placements

plus a variation with respect to the material coordinates at fixed spatial and referential placements. For the

hyperelastostatic case, the appropriate variational setting is defined through the ALE Dirichlet principle. For

the corresponding hyperelastodynamic problem, the ALE Hamilton principle introduces the governing

equations. A general frame is set up for both, the static and the dynamic case. Various existing ALE

formulations are identified as special cases embedded in this generalized overall framework.

1 Introduction

For almost three decades, the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) technique has been known as

an elegant approach to overcome the well-known disadvantages of a mere Lagrangian or a pure

Eulerian formulation.While the former typically suffers from severe drawbacks in fluidmechanics

or metal forming, the latter is typically unsuited to capture solid motion or moving interfaces.

Combining the advantages of both approaches, in particular when both problem classes occur

simultaneously, the ALE technique allows for independent motions of both, the spatial and the

material domain.Accordingly, an additional third domain, the fixedALE reference configuration

is introduced to define the placements of thematerial and the spatial configuration, or rather their

relative motion. The ALE literature offers various different realizations of this idea. They can

basically be classified by the choice of the two independent mappings introduced in order to

characterize the relative position of the spatial, the material and the referential domain. The

numerical realizations of these individual approaches range from partitioned multi-step methods

to coupledmonolithic strategies, from finite difference to finite element techniques. The first ALE

approach dates back to the early work of Hirt et al. [19] who introduced the method to the fluid

mechanics community in the context of finite difference schemes. In the finite element context,

arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian methods were first applied by Belytschko and Kennedy [6], and

Donéa et al. [10]–[13] for compressible flow problems and byHughes et al. [21], Liu et al. [27], [28],

and Huerta and Liu [20] for incompressible viscous hydrodynamic simulations. The ALE
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technique was typically applied to simulate free surface flows, interface behavior between fluids

and flexible structures andmetal forming processes as documented, e.g. in the excellent textbooks

by Belytschko et al. [7], and Donéa and Huerta [14]. It is only within the last decade, that ALE

techniques were recognized powerful in the context of mesh adaptivity in structural mechanics,

see, e.g. Yamada and Kikuchi [41], Askes et al. [2], [5], and Armero and Love [1].

Traditionally, the position of the spatial domain is defined through the Euler-Lagrange field

equations of the spatial motion problem, namely the classical balance of spatial, or rather

Newtonian forces. Recent ALE approaches tend to apply the Euler-Lagrange equations of the

material motion problem or rather the material force equilibrium as a variationally consistent

strategy to define the placements of the material domain. Historically, forces on the material

manifold were introduced to analyze continuum inhomogeneities, cracks or dislocations, see

Eshelby [15], [16], Maugin [29]–[33], Gurtin [17], [18], Kienzler and Herrmann [22] or our own

contributions [24]–[26], [35]–[38].

Discrete material forces, however, not only act on material inhomogeneities and geometric

imperfections, but also on badly positioned finite element nodes. As such, they indicate a non-

optimal discretization and can thus be applied to improve the finite element mesh as suggested

by Braun [8] and analyzed further by Kuhl et al. [23], Askes et al. [4], Mueller and Maugin [34],

Thoutireddy and Ortiz [40], and Thoutireddy [39]. In combination with structural rather than

continuum finite elements, the above-described approach has recently been applied in the

context of structural optimization, see Braun [9] and Askes et al. [3].

The theoretical framework of a variationally consistent hyperelastodynamic ALE approach

which is essentially characterized through the equilibration of spatial and material forces will be

highlighted in the present work. The formulation of the underlying ALE kinematics, i.e. the

derivation of appropriate relations between the material, the spatial and the referential setting,

which is illustrated in Sect. 2, constitutes a central aspect of the present contribution. In the

static case, transformations between these three domains are basically characterized through

the Piola transforms between surface fluxes and volume source. In the dynamic context,

however, additional relations between the individual ALE time derivatives have to be elabo-

rated. This aspect is treated in Sect. 3 with particular focus on the derivation of different

versions of the Euler theorem and Reynold’s transport theorem. Existing ALE strategies will be

identified as special cases of this general framework.

The governing equations follow straightforwardly from the evaluation of a variation principle

based on the total variation of either the overall potential energy density or the Lagrange density.

Section 4 illustrates how this total ALE variation can be reformulated as the sum of the variation

with respect to the spatial coordinates at fixed material and referential positions plus the variation

with respect to the material coordinates at fixed spatial and referential positions. By evaluating

the total variation in the context of the ALE Dirichlet principle in Sect. 5 we straightforwardly

obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations of the static ALE formulation, i.e., the spatial and the

material motion version of the static balance of linear momentum. Finally, Sect. 6 then gener-

alizes this concept to the dynamic case based on the evaluation of the ALE Hamilton principle. A

critical discussion of the derived framework in Sect. 7 concludes this contribution.

2 ALE kinematics

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian kinematics are essentially characterized through the introduc-

tion of an independent fixed reference domain B( next to the classical spatial and material
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domains Bt and B0. To clarify the following discussions, we shall strictly distinguish between

the terminology of parametrization, reference, description and motion as suggested by

Steinmann [36], [38]. Any quantity expressed in terms of the referential coordinate n as f�gðn; tÞ
will be referred to as referential parametrization of f�g. The spatial parametrization f�gðx; tÞ is
formulated in terms of the spatial coordinate x, while quantities formulated in terms of the

material coordinate X as f�gðX; tÞ will be referred to as material parametrization. Irrespective

of the parametrization, we will distinguish between the referential, the spatial and the material

reference of a volume specific scalar- or tensor-valued quantity denoted as f�g(, f�gt or f�g0,

respectively. Thereby, the former relates to the referential domain B(, the second relates to the

spatial domainBt and the third represents a quantity in the material domainB0. Moreover, for

tensor-valued quantities, we shall distinguish between the referential, the spatial, the material

and the two-point description. While tensorial quantities in the referential description are

elements of the tangent or cotangent space to B(, tensorial quantities in the spatial or in the

material description are elements of the tangent or cotangent space to Bt or B0, respectively.

Tensorial quantities in the two-point description are thus elements of any mixed pair of tangent

or cotangent spaces to B(, Bt or B0. Finally, we shall strictly distinguish between the spatial

and the material motion problem. Thereby, the classical spatial motion problem, which is

sometimes introduced as ‘‘direct motion problem’’, is based on the idea of following physical

particles from a fixed material position X through the ambient space. It is thus closely related to

a Lagrangian viewpoint. In contrast to this, within the material motion or ‘‘inverse motion

problem’’, physical particles are followed through the ambient material at fixed spatial position

x. Conceptually, the observer thus takes the Eulerian viewpoint.

2.1 Kinematics of the spatial motion problem

In the spatial motion context, the placement x of a physical particle in the spatial configuration

Bt is described by the nonlinear spatial deformation map uðX; tÞ : B0 ! Bt in terms of the

placement X in the material configuration B0. In addition, we introduce the referential maps

�uðn; tÞ : B( ! Bt and ~uðX; tÞ : B0 ! B( mapping placements n from the referential to the

spatial configuration and placements X from the material to the referential configuration,

respectively:

x ¼ uðX; tÞ; x ¼ �uðn; tÞ; n ¼ ~uðX; tÞ: ð2:1Þ
With the following abstract definitions of the material and referential gradient:

rXf�g ¼ @Xf�gðX; tÞjt fixed; rnf�g ¼ @nf�gðn; tÞjt fixed; ð2:2Þ
we can introduce the related deformation gradients F : TB0 ! TBt, �F : TB( ! TBt and
~F : TB0 ! TB( as linear tangent maps between the material, the referential and the spatial

tangent spaces TB0, TB( and TBt,

F ¼ rXuðX; tÞ; �F ¼ rn �uðn; tÞ; ~F ¼ rX ~uðX; tÞ; ð2:3Þ

together with the corresponding Jacobians J, �J and ~J:

J ¼ det F > 0; �J ¼ det �F > 0; ~J ¼ det ~F > 0: ð2:4Þ

Obviously any of the mappings introduced in Eq. (2.1) can be expressed in terms of the two

others. In particular, the classical spatial motion map u can be interpreted as a composition of

the referential maps �u and ~u, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Accordingly, the spatial motion defor-

mation gradient F can be characterized through the multiplicative decomposition in terms of

the referential gradients �F and ~F,
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u ¼ �u � ~u; F ¼ �F � ~F; J ¼ �J ~J > 0: ð2:5Þ

The right and left spatial motion (Cauchy–Green) strain tensors C and b

C ¼ Ft � g � F; b ¼ F �G�1 � Ft ð2:6Þ

can then be introduced as typical strain measures of the spatial motion problem. While the

former can be interpreted as the the spatial motion pull back of the covariant spatial metric g,

the latter can be generated by the push forward of the contravariant material metric G
�1.

2.2 Kinematics of the material motion problem

In complete analogy to the spatial motion map u, we can introduce a material motion map

U ðx; tÞ : Bt ! B0 defining the placements X of physical particles in the material configuration

B0 in terms of the related placements x in the spatial configuration Bt. Moreover, we introduce

the corresponding referential maps ~U ðn; tÞ : B( ! B0 and �U ðx; tÞ : Bt ! B( as illustrated

in Fig. 2,

X ¼ Uðx; tÞ; X ¼ ~Uðn; tÞ; n ¼ �Uðx; tÞ: ð2:7Þ

The abstract definitions of the spatial and referential gradient

rxf�g :¼ @xf�gðx; tÞjt fixed rnf�g :¼ @nf�gðn; tÞjt fixed ð2:8Þ

then introduce the linear tangent maps f : TBt ! TB0, ~f : TB( ! TB0 and �f : TBt ! TB(,

i.e., the related deformation gradients

f ¼ rxUðx; tÞ; ~f ¼ rn
~Uðn; tÞ; �f ¼ rx

�Uðx; tÞ ð2:9Þ

with the corresponding Jacobians j, ~j and �j:

j ¼ det f > 0; ~j ¼ det ~f > 0; �j ¼ det �f > 0: ð2:10Þ

Again, when any two of the three mappings introduced in Eq. (2.7) are given, the third map

follows accordingly. In particular, the material motion map U can thus be introduced as a

composition of the referential maps ~U and �U. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the material motion

deformation gradient f can then be characterized through the multiplicative decomposition in

terms of the referential gradients ~f and �f ,

U ¼ ~U � �U; f ¼ ~f � �f ; j ¼ ~j �j > 0: ð2:11Þ
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Fig. 1. Spatial motion problem – kinematics
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The material motion push forward of the covariant material metric G and the pull back of the

contravariant spatial metric g�1 introduce the right and left material motion (Cauchy–Green

type) strain tensors c and B,

c ¼ f t �G � f ; B ¼ f � g�1 � f t: ð2:12Þ

Remark 1 (Spatial vs. material motion problem): The identity map in the reference configu-

ration B( can be expressed as idB( ¼ �U � �u ¼ ~u � ~U with � denoting the composition of

mappings. Accordingly, the identity maps in B0 and Bt follow as idB0
¼ U � u and

idBt
¼ u �U. Consequently, the deformation gradients of the referential mappings are related

by �F�1 ¼ �f and ~F�1 ¼ ~f , such that the spatial and the material deformation gradient are simply

related by their inverses:

F�1 ¼ f ; f�1 ¼ F: ð2:13Þ

Likewise, the spatial (Cauchy–Green) strain tensors C and b and their material motion

counterparts B and c are simply inverses of one another,

C�1 ¼ B; b�1 ¼ c: ð2:14Þ

Anticipating later considerations, it proves convenient to introduce the following relations

between the partial derivatives of a quantity ½�� with respect to the deformation gradients F, �F

and ~F and their inverses f , �f and ~f :

@F½�� ¼ �f t � @f ½�� � f t; @f ½�� ¼ �Ft � @F½�� � Ft; ð2:15:1; 2Þ

@�F½�� ¼ ��f t � @�f ½�� � �f t; @�f ½�� ¼ ��Ft � @�F½�� � �Ft; ð2:15:3; 4Þ

@~F½�� ¼ �~f t � @~f ½�� � ~f t; @~f ½�� ¼ �~Ft � @~F½�� � ~Ft: ð2:15:5; 6Þ

Remark 2 (Piola transforms): In the following, we will distinguish between densities of vo-

lume distributed quantities with referential reference f�g(, material reference f�g0 and spatial

reference f�gt. Thereby, the integration of a quantity with referential reference over the

referential domain B( yields the identical result as the integration of a quantity with material

reference over the material domain B0 or a quantity with spatial reference over the spatial

domain Bt as
R
B(
f�g(dV( ¼

R
B0
f�g0dV0 ¼

R
Bt
f�gtdVt. The above relations introduce the

well-known transformation formulae

f�g0 ¼ Jf�gt ¼ ~Jf�g(; f�gt ¼ jf�g0 ¼ �jf�g(: ð2:16Þ
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Fig. 2. Material motion problem – kinematics
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Moreover, any vector- or tensor-valued surface flux f(g through the boundary of the refer-

ential domain @B( is related to the corresponding flux f�g through the material boundary

@B0 and to the flux f>g through the spatial boundary @Bt byR
@B(
f(g � dA( ¼

R
@B0
f�g0 � dA0 ¼

R
@Bt
f>g � dAt. Thus, by the Gauss theorem, the refer-

ential, the material and spatial flux terms f(g, f�g and f>g are related through the corre-

sponding divergences with respect to the referential, the material and the spatial coordinates

divX, divx and divn:

divXf�g ¼ jdivxf>g ¼ ~jdivnf(g; divxf>g ¼ JdivXf�g ¼ �Jdivnf(g: ð2:17Þ
Finally, by the Nanson formula, the Piola transforms of the fluxes are obtained as follows:

f�g ¼ jf>g � Ft ¼ ~jf(g � ~Ft; f>g ¼ Jf�g � f t ¼ �Jf(g � �f t: ð2:18Þ

Remark 3 (Lagrangian vs. Eulerian viewpoint): The classical Lagrangian and Eulerian view-

point can be derived as special cases of the above formulation with either u � �u or U � ~U,

compare Eqs. (2.5) and (2.11). In the first case corresponding to the Lagrangian viewpoint, the

referential configuration B( coincides with the material configuation B0 such that n � X while

in the second case corresponding to the Eulerian viewpoint the referential configuration B(

coincides with the spatial configuration Bt and thus n � x.

Remark 4 (Classification of traditional ALE approaches): In the related literature, basically

two different ALE approaches can be distinguished, the ones originating from fluid mechanics

and the ones related to structural mechanics applications. The first class of approaches is

typically formulated in terms of u and �u, whereby the former is referred to as ‘‘particle motion’’

while the latter is termed ‘‘mesh motion’’. The third map could then be expressed as

~u ¼ �u�1 � u, see, e.g. Donéa et al. [10]–[13], Hughes et al. [21], Liu et al. [27], [28], Huerta and

Liu [20], and Belytschko et al. [7]. The second class of approaches introduces ~U and �u as

primary unknowns referring to ~U as the ‘‘material motion’’ and to �u as the ‘‘mesh motion’’, see

e.g. Armero and Love [1] or Yamada and Kikuchi [41]. The ‘‘physical motion’’ u follows

straightforwardly as u ¼ �u � ~U�1.

3 ALE time derivatives

Next, we will evaluate the characteristic time derivatives of our ALE formulation and derive

different versions of the classical Euler theorem and Reynold’s transport theorem.

3.1 Time derivatives of the spatial motion problem

In what follows, the material time derivative of an arbitrary quantity f�g at fixed material

placement X will be denoted as Dt while its referential time derivative at fixed referential

placement n is introduced as dt,

Dtf�g :¼ @tf�gðX; tÞjX fixed; dtf�g :¼ @tf�gðn; tÞjn fixed: ð3:1Þ

Accordingly, we can introduce the material and referential time derivatives of the spatial

motion map u and the related referential maps �u and ~u which introduces the classical spatial

velocity v and the related referential velocities �v and ~v,

v ¼ DtuðX; tÞ; �v ¼ dt �uðn; tÞ; ~v ¼ Dt ~uðX; tÞ: ð3:2Þ
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Note that the time derivatives of the deformation gradients introduced in Sect. 2.1 are related to

the above velocities through the following formulae:

DtF ¼ rXv; dt
�F ¼ rn�v; Dt

~F ¼ rX~v: ð3:3Þ

In the transient context, the subscripts D and d will be assigned to the referential, material and

spatial flux terms as f(gD, f�gD and f>gD or f(gd, f�gd and f>gd to indicate that the

corresponding flux refers either to the material or to the referential time derivative Dt or dt of

the related balanced quantity.

3.2 Time derivatives of the material motion problem

With the definition of the spatial time derivative dt of a quantity f�g at fixed spatial placements

x and the referential time derivative dt at fixed referential placements n,

dtf�g ¼ @tf�gðx; tÞjx fixed; dtf�g ¼ @tf�gðn; tÞjn fixed; ð3:4Þ

the material velocity V and the related referential velocities ~V and �V can be introduced in the

following form:

V ¼ dtUðx; tÞ; ~V ¼ dt
~Uðn; tÞ; �V ¼ dt

�Uðx; tÞ: ð3:5Þ

Their spatial gradients are related to the time derivatives of the corresponding deformation

gradients introduced in Sect. 2.2 through the following formulae:

dtf ¼ rxV; dt
~f ¼ rn

~V; dt
�f ¼ rx

�V: ð3:6Þ

In what follows, we shall assign the subscripts d and d to any referential, spatial or material flux

term f(gd, f>gd and f�gd or f(gd, f>gd and f�gd indicating that the corresponding flux

refers either to the spatial or to the referential time derivative dt or dt of the related balance

quantity.

Remark 5 (Spatial vs. material motion problem): Note that the total differentials of the ref-

erential, spatial and material identity map yield the following fundamental relations between

the velocities introduced for the spatial motion problem v, �v and ~v and their material motion

counterparts V, ~V and �V:

v ¼ �F � V; �v ¼ ��F � �V; ~v ¼ �~F � ~V;

V ¼ �f � v; ~V ¼ �~f � ~v; �V ¼ ��f � �v: ð3:7Þ

The above relations will essentially be needed later on to set up relations between the refer-

ential, the spatial and the material momentum density.

Remark 6 (Classification of traditional ALE approaches): In fluid mechanics, constitutive

relations are typically formulated in terms of velocities, velocity gradients or rate of defor-

mation tensors. It thus proves convenient to formulate the corresponding ALE equations in a

velocity-based format. Accordingly, classical ALE formulations primarily work with the

‘‘material velocity’’ or ‘‘particle velocity’’ v ¼ Dtu, the ‘‘mesh velocity’’ �v ¼ dt �u and the

‘‘particle velocity in the reference domain’’ ~v ¼ Dt ~u. In this context, the ‘‘ALE convective

velocity’’ c ¼ v� �v, i.e., the relative velocity between the material and the mesh, plays a central

role, see e.g. Donéa et al. [10]–[14], Hughes et al. [21], Liu et al. [27], [28], Huerta and Liu

[20], and Belytschko et al. [7]. In hyperelastic solid mechanics, however, we typically deal with
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constitutive equations of total rather than rate format. Related ALE approaches are thus

conveniently formulated in terms of total quantities, i.e., the ‘‘material motion’’ ~U and the

‘‘mesh motion’’ �u and the related deformation gradients ~f and �F, see, e.g. Yamada and Kikuchi

[41], Armero and Love [1], Kuhl et al. [23], Askes et al. [4], and Thoutireddy and Ortiz [40].

Remark 7 (Convective velocities): Alternatively, from the chain rule, we can express the

velocities of the spatial motion problem v, �v and ~v in terms of the deformation gradients �F, F

and �f and convective velocities W :¼ �V � ~v, C :¼ V � ~V and c :¼ v� �v:

v ¼ �F � ~v þ �v ¼ �F � ½~v��V� ¼ ��F � W;

�v ¼ F � ~V þ v ¼ F � ½~V�V� ¼ �F � C;
~v ¼ �f � v þ �V ¼ �f � ½v��v� ¼ �f � c:

ð3:8Þ

Accordingly, the convective velocities w ¼ ~v� �V, c and C together with the deformation

gradients ~f , f and ~F can be applied to reformulate the velocities V, ~V and �V introduced in the

context of the material motion problem:

V ¼ ~f � �V þ ~V ¼ ~f � ½�V�~v� ¼ �~f � w;
~V ¼ f � �v þ V ¼ f � ½�v�v� ¼ �f � c;
�V ¼ ~F � V þ ~v ¼ ~F � ½V�~V� ¼ ~F � CL; ð3:9Þ

whereby w ¼ �W.

Remark 8 (Euler theorem): Standard balance equations in continuum mechanics typically

deal with the material time derivative Dtf�g of the balanced quantity f�g. In the ALE context,

this material time derivative has to be replaced by its referential counterpart dtf�g. To this end,

we set up the following general relations between the material time derivative Dtf�g and the

spatial and referential time derivative dtf�g and dtf�g through the individual convective terms:

Dtf�g ¼ dtf�g þrxf�g � v ¼ dtf�g þ rxf�g � c ð3:10:1; 2Þ

¼ dtf�g �rXf�g � V ¼ dtf�g �rXf�g � ~V ð3:10:3; 4Þ

¼ dtf�g �rnf�g �W ¼ dtf�g þ rnf�g � ~v: ð3:10:5; 6Þ

Similar relations can be introduced between the spatial time derivative dtf�g and the material

and referential time derivative Dtf�g and dtf�g in terms of the appropriate convective con-

tributions:

dtf�g ¼ Dtf�g þrXf�g � V ¼ dtf�g þ rXf�g � C ð3:11:1Þ

¼ Dtf�g�rxf�g � v ¼ dtf�g�rxf�g � �v ð3:11:2Þ

¼ Dtf�g�rnf�g � w ¼ dtf�g þ rnf�g � �V: ð3:11:3Þ

Recall that Eqs. (3.10.1) and (3.11.3) represent the celebrated Euler theorem relating the

material and spatial time derivative Dtf�g and dtf�g via the convective term rxf�g � v in terms

of the spatial velocity v as Dtf�g ¼ dtf�g þ rxf�g � v. Classical ALE formulations are based

on Eq. (3.10.2) relating the material and referential time derivative Dtf�g and dtf�g through the

convective term rxf�g � c as Dtf�g ¼ dtf�g þ rxf�g � c, whereby c is typically referred to as

the ‘‘ALE convective velocity’’. The recent ALE formulation by Armero and Love [1], however,

replaces the material time derivative Dtf�g by its referential counterpart dtf�g and the refer-

ential gradient rnf�g Dtf�g ¼ dtf�g � rnf�g � ~F � ~V, compare Eqs. (3.10.4) and (3.10.6).
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Remark 9 (Reynold’s transport theorem): From the above equations, we obtain the differ-

ential formats of the spatial, the material and the referential transport theorem:

Dtf�g0 ¼ J½dtf�gt þ divxðf�gt�vÞ� ¼ ~J½dtf�g( þ divnðf�g(�~vÞ�; ð3:12:1; 2Þ

dtf�gt ¼ �j½dtf�g( þ divnðf�g(��VÞ� ¼ j½Dtf�g0 þ divXðf�g0�VÞ�; ð3:12:3; 4Þ

dtf�g( ¼ ~j½Dtf�g0 þ divXðf�g0�~VÞ� ¼ �J½dtf�gt þ divxðf�gt��vÞ�: ð3:12:5; 6Þ

The classical version of Reynold’s transport theorem is given through Eq. (3.12.1). It states that

the rate of change of the quantity f�g0 in a fixed material volume equals the rate of change of

the quantity in a fixed spatial control volume f�gt plus the flux through the boundary of the

control domain. Equations (3.12.2)–(3.12.6) are straightforward generalizations of this state-

ment, whereby Eq. (3.12.2) represents the transport theorem in traditional ALE applications.

Remark 10 (Lagrangian vs. Eulerian viewpoint): Recall that for the Lagrangian viewpoint

v ¼ �v such that the spatial ALE convective velocity vanishes identically. c � 0, and accordingly

~v � ~V � 0, C � V � �V, w � �V and W � V. For the Eulerian viewpoint, however, V � ~V and

the material ALE convective velocity vanishes identically, C � 0, such that �V � �v � 0,

c � v � ~v, W � �v and w � v.

4 ALE variation

The variation d of any function f�g at fixed referential coordinate n denoted as

df�g:¼df�gjn fixed ð4:1Þ

will be referred to as total variation in the sequel. The essential idea is now to express this total

variation in terms of the variation with respect to the spatial coordinates x at fixed material and

referential coordinates X and n denoted as dxf�g plus a variation with respect to the material

coordinates X at fixed spatial and referential coordinates x and n denoted as dXf�g:
df�g ¼ dxf�g þ dXf�g: ð4:2Þ

The individual contributions dxf�g and dXf�g which will essentially be needed for further

investigations in Sects. 5 and 6 will be specified in the following subsections.

4.1 Variation of the spatial motion problem

Later on, we will particularly need to evaluate the variation dx of a function f�g with respect to

the spatial coordinates x at fixed material and referential coordinates X and n. This variation

will be denoted as follows:

dxf�g:¼df�gjX;n fixed: ð4:3Þ

Consequently, the variation of the spatial motion deformation map u, the spatial motion

deformation gradient F and the spatial velocity v can be expressed exclusively in terms of the

referential map �u, its gradient rXd�u and its material time derivative Dtd�u,

dxu ¼ d�u; dxF ¼ rXd�u; dxv ¼ Dtd�u: ð4:4Þ

In Sects. 5 and 6, we will make use of the following fundamental expression:

dxf�g0ðv;F;u; XÞ ¼ @vf�g0 �Dtd�uþDFf�g0 : rXd�uþ @uf�g0 � d�u; ð4:5Þ
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which relates the variation dx of a scalar–valued function f�g0 with a possible dependence on the

velocityv, the deformation gradientF and the deformationmapu to its derivativewith respect to the

velocity @vf�g0, to its derivativewith respect to the deformation gradientDFf�g0 :¼ @Ff�g0jX fixed at

fixed material position X and to its explicit derivative with respect to the spatial position @uf�g0.

4.2 Variation of the material motion problem

Analogously, the variation dX of any function f�g with respect to the material coordinates X at

fixed spatial and referential coordinates x and n denoted as

dXf�g:¼df�gjx;n fixed ð4:6Þ

defines the variation of the material motion deformation map U, its gradient f , and its time

derivative V in the following form:

dXU ¼ d ~U; dXf ¼ rxd ~U; dXV ¼ dtd ~U: ð4:7Þ

Note that the above relations can be expressed exclusively in terms of the referential mapping
~U, its gradient rxd ~U and its spatial time derivative dtd ~U. Moreover, for the formulations to be

derived in Sects. 5 and 6, we will essentially need the following relation:

dXf�gtðV; f ;U; xÞ ¼ @Vf�gt � dtd ~Uþ dff�gt : rxd ~Uþ @Uf�gt � d ~U ð4:8Þ

between the variation dX of a scalar–valued function f�gt as a function of V, f and U, the

related derivative with respect to the velocity @Vf�gt, the derivative with respect to the spatial

deformation gradient dff�gt :¼ @ff�gtjx fixed at fixed spatial position x and the explicit deri-

vative with respect to the material coordinate @Uf�gt.

Remark 11 (Spatial vs. material motion problem): With the help of the Piola transforms

introduced in Eqs. (2.16) we can set up the following useful relations:

d�Ff�g( ¼ �J½f�gtI��f t � d�ff�gt� � �f t ¼ ~jdFf�g0 � ~Ft;

d~ff�g( ¼ ~j½f�g0I�~Ft � d~Ff�g0� � ~Ft ¼ �Jdff�gt � �f t
ð4:9Þ

between the referential derivatives with respect to the referential gradients �F and ~f at fixed

referential position, i.e. d�Ff�g( ¼ @�Ff�g(jn fixed and d~ff�g( ¼ @~ff�g(jn fixed and their material

and spatial counterparts dFf�g0 ¼ @Ff�g0jn fixed and dff�gt ¼ @ff�gtjn fixed. Accordingly, we

will invoke the following relations:

DFf�g0 ¼ J½f�gtI�f t � Dff�gt� � f t ¼ ~JD�Ff�g( � ~f t;

dff�gt ¼ j½f�g0I�Ft � dFf�g0� � Ft ¼ �jd~ff�g( � �Ft
ð4:10Þ

to reformulate the second term of Eqs. (4.5) and (4.8).

Remark 12 (Lagrangian vs. Eulerian viewpoint): It is obvious that for the pure Lagrangian

viewpoint the material variation of any quantity vanishes identically as dXf�g � 0 while for the

Eulerian viewpoint the spatial variation is identical to zero as dxf�g � 0.

5 ALE Dirichlet principle

In the present section, we shall restrict ourselves to the hyperelastostatic case for conservative

systems for which the Dirichlet principle defines the appropriate variational setting. In this
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context, we introduce the internal potential energy density W( per unit volume in B(, which is

typically referred to as strain energy density. Conservative loading is characterized through the

external potential energy density for conservative systems V( per unit volume in B(. The total

potential energy density U( per unit volume in B( can thus be expressed as the sum of the

corresponding internal and external contribution W( and V(:

U( ¼ W( þ V(: ð5:1Þ

Then, the hyperelastostatic conservative mechanical system is essentially characterized through

the stationarity of the total energy U which is defined through the integration of U( over the

reference domain B(. Alternatively, this stationarity condition can be expressed as the van-

ishing total variation dU,

Uð�u; ~UÞ ¼
Z

B(

U( dV( ! stat; dUð�u; ~UÞ ¼
Z

B(

dU( dV(¼: 0: ð5:2Þ

According to Eq. (4.2), this total variation consists of a variation with respect to the spatial

coordinates x at fixed material and referential coordinates X and n denoted as dxU plus a

variation with respect to the material coordinates X at fixed spatial and referential coordinates

x and n denoted as dXU,

dU ¼ dxUþ dXU¼: 0: ð5:3Þ

These variations will be elaborated in detail in the following. Thereby, we will particularly

emphasize the striking duality of both formulations.

5.1 Dirichlet principle of the spatial motion problem

For the spatial motion problem, the potential energy densities U0 and Ut are parameterized in

terms of the spatial motion map u and the related tangent map F. The related potential energy

density U( can be formulated straightforwardly with the help of the reparametrizations ac-

cording to Eqs. (2.5) as u ¼ �u � ~u and F ¼ �F � ~F, whereby ~u and ~F are fixed for the spatial

motion problem,

U0 ¼ U0ðu;F; XÞ; Ut ¼ Utðu;F; XÞ; U( ¼ U(ð�u; �F; ~u; ~FÞ: ð5:4Þ

The variation of the total energy U as introduced in Eq. (5.2) with respect to the spatial

coordinates x at fixed material and referential coordinates X and n can thus be expressed in the

following form:

dxU ¼
Z

B0

rXd�u : DFU0 þ d�u � @uU0dV0 ¼ 0;

dxU ¼
Z

Bt

rxd�u : ½UtI� f t �DfUt� þ d�u � @uUtdVt ¼ 0;

dxU ¼
Z

B(

rnd�u : D�FU( þ d�u � @�uU(dV( ¼ 0;

ð5:5Þ

with dxu ¼ dxð�u � ~uÞ ¼ d�u for fixed ~u. Hereby, we have made use of Eq. (4.5) for the variation

of scalar-valued functions. Thereby, the push-forward of the first contribution is essentially

based on the kinematic relation (4.10). The above format motivates the introduction of the

spatial motion momentum fluxes Pt, �Pt and rt ¼ jPt � Ft ¼ �j �Pt � �Ft, whereby the former de-

note the classical first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor and its referential counterpart while the

latter is typically referred to as Cauchy stress. Moreover, we introduce the corresponding
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momentum sources b0, bt and b(, i.e., the spatial volume force densities per unit volume inB0,

Bt and B(, compare Fig. 3.

Pt :¼ DFU0; b0 :¼ �@uU0; ð5:6:1; 2Þ

rt :¼ UtI� f t �DfUt; bt :¼ �@uUt; ð5:6:3; 4Þ
�Pt :¼ D�FU(; b( :¼ �@�uU(: ð5:6:5; 6Þ

According to the specific parametrization of the internal and external potential energy density

W0 ¼ W0ðF; XÞ and V0 ¼ V0ðu; XÞ, we obtain the following explicit representations for the

spatial motion momentum fluxes and sources:

Pt ¼ DFW0; b0 ¼ �@uV0;

rt ¼ WtI� f t �DfWt; bt ¼ �@uVt;

�Pt ¼ D�FW(; b( ¼ �@�uV(

ð5:7Þ

by making use of the fact that DFV0 � 0, @uW0 � 0 and DfVt � VtF
t. With these definitions at

hand, the variation of the total energy (5.5) with respect to the spatial coordinates x takes the

following more familiar format:

dxU ¼
Z

B0

rXd�u : Pt �d�u � b0dV0 ¼ 0;

dxU ¼
Z

Bt

rxd�u : rt �d�u � btdVt ¼ 0;

dxU ¼
Z

B(

rnd�u : �Pt�d�u � b(dV( ¼ 0:

ð5:8Þ

The above equations introduce the first set of equivalent Euler–Lagrange field equations

divXPt þ b0 ¼ 0; divxrt þ bt ¼ 0; divn
�Pt þ b( ¼ 0 ð5:9:1–3Þ

in the form of the classical spatial motion momentum balance or the balance of physical

momentum. They thus represent the balance of spatial forces, i.e., forces in the sense of

Newton. Recall that the three different versions of the Euler–Lagrange equations are related to

one another via the transformation of the volume sources given in Eqs. (2.16) and the trans-

formation of the surface fluxes introduced in Eqs. (2.18). The necessary relations between the

individual divergence terms are based on Eqs. (2.17).
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Fig. 3. Spatial motion problem – kinematics, momentum fluxes and sources
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5.2 Dirichlet principle of the material motion problem

Accordingly, the potential energy densities Ut, U0 and U( of the material motion problem can

be parameterized as

Ut ¼ UtðU; f ; xÞ; U0 ¼ U0ðU; f ; xÞ; U( ¼ U(ð ~U; ~f ; �U; �fÞ; ð5:10Þ

whereby the latter expression has been derived through the reparametrizations introduced in

Eqs. (2.11) as U ¼ ~U � �U and f ¼ ~f � �f at fixed �U and �f . With the help of Eq. (4.8), the variation

of the total energy U as introduced in (5.2) with respect to the material coordinates X at fixed

spatial and referential coordinates x and n thus takes the following representation:

dXU ¼
Z

Bt

rxd ~U : dfUt þ d ~U � @UUtdVt ¼ 0;

dXU ¼
Z

B0

rXd ~U : ½U0I� Ft � dFU0� þ d ~U � @UU0dV0 ¼ 0;

dXU ¼
Z

B(

rnd ~U : d~fU( þ d ~U � @UU(dV( ¼ 0

ð5:11Þ

in terms of the variation dXU ¼ dXð ~U � �UÞ ¼ d ~U whereby �U is fixed for the material motion

problem. In complete analogy to the spatial motion case, we can introduce the material motion

momentum fluxes pt, ~pt and Rt ¼ Jpt � f t ¼ ~J~pt � ~f t, the two-point stress tensors of Piola–

Kirchhoff type and the classical Eshelby stress.

Accordingly, the corresponding momentum sources and the material volume force densities

per unit volume in Bt, B0 and B(, are introduced as Bt, B0 and B( as illustrated in Fig. 4:

pt :¼ dfUt; Bt :¼ �@UUt; ð5:12:1; 2Þ

Rt :¼ U0I� Ft � dFU0; B0 :¼ �@UU0; ð5:12:3; 4Þ

~pt :¼ d~fU(; B(:¼ �@ ~UU(: ð5:12:5; 6Þ

By making use of the specific parametrization of the internal and external potential energy as

Wt ¼ Wtðf ;UÞ and Vt ¼ VtðU; xÞ we can reformulate the momentum fluxes and sources:

pt ¼ dfWt þ VtF
t; Bt ¼ �@UWt�@UVt;

Rt ¼ U0I� Ft � dFW0; B0 ¼ �@UW0�@UV0;

~pt ¼ d~fW( þ V( ~Ft; B( ¼ �@ ~UW(�@ ~UV(:

ð5:13Þ
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Fig. 4. Material motion problem – kinematics, momentum fluxes and sources
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Note that for the material motion problem neither dfVt 6¼ 0 nor @UWt 6¼ 0 vanish identically. In

the above expressions we have made use of the identities dfVt ¼ VtF
t and dFV0 ¼ 0 with the

former accounting for contributions of possible volume forces. Consequently, the spatial

variation of the total energy (5.11) can be reformulated in the following form:

dXU ¼
Z

Bt

rxd ~U : pt �d ~U � BtdVt ¼ 0;

dXU ¼
Z

B0

rXd ~U : Rt�d ~U � B0dV0 ¼ 0;

dXU ¼
Z

B(

rnd ~U : ~pt�d ~U � B(dV( ¼ 0:

ð5:14Þ

The above equations introduce the second set of equivalent Euler–Lagrange field equations:

divxpt þ Bt ¼ 0; divXRt þ B0 ¼ 0; divn~pt þ B( ¼ 0; ð5:15:1�3Þ

namely the material motion momentum balance also referred to as the balance of pseudo-

momentum. Recall that these correspond to the balance of material forces, i.e., forces in the

sense of Eshelby which are typically applied in defect mechanics. With the help of the Piola

transforms (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18), the three different versions of the Euler–Lagrange equa-

tions can straightforwardly be transformed into one another.

Remark 13 (Spatial vs. material quantities): From the above considerations, we can define the

following relations:

Pt ¼ U0f t�Jf t � pt � f t; rt ¼ UtI�f t � pt; �Pt ¼ U(�f t�f t � ~pt; ð5:16:1�3Þ

pt ¼ UtF
t�jFt � Pt � Ft; Rt ¼ U0I�Ft � Pt; ~pt ¼ U( ~Ft�Ft � �Pt ð5:16:4�6Þ

between the spatial momentum fluxes Pt, rt and �Pt and the material momentum fluxes pt, Rt

and ~pt, which proof useful later on.

Remark 14 (Referential Dirichlet principle): The Dirichlet principle of the referential motion

problem dnU ¼ dUjX;x fixed ¼ 0 can be expressed in terms of the potential energy density U(

parameterized as U( ¼ U(ð~F; �f ; X;xÞ. The variation of the total energy U as introduced in

(5.2) with respect to the referential coordinates n at fixed material and spatial position X and x,

dnU ¼
Z

B(

rndn : ðU(Iþ d~FU( � ~Ft þ d�fU( � �f t� dV( ¼ 0; ð5:17Þ

can be localized straightforwardly to render the following expression:

divnðU(Iþ d~FU( � ~Ft þ d�fU( � �f tÞ ¼ 0: ð5:18Þ

With the help of the transformation formulae according to Eqs. (2.15.5) and (2.15.4) and the

definitions of the momentum fluxes (5.6.3) and (5.12.3) as d~FU( � ~Ft ¼ �~f t � d~fU( ¼ �~f t � ~pt

and d�fU( � �f t ¼ ��Ft � d�FU( ¼ ��Ft � �Pt the above equation can be recast into the Euler–La-

grange equation of the referential motion problem:

divnðU(I� ~f t � ~pt � �Ft � �PtÞ ¼ 0: ð5:19Þ

With either �Pt ¼ U(�f t � �f t � ~f t � ~pt or ~pt ¼ U( ~Ft � ~Ft � �Ft � �Pt from (5.16.3) or (5.16.6), re-

spectively, the Euler–Lagrange equation (5.19) is trivially fulfilled identically. The result

divnð0Þ ¼ 0 reflects the remarkable fact that the total energy U only measures relative changes

between the material configuration B0 and the spatial configuration Bt. The value of the total
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energy is thus independent of the choice of the reference configuration B(, i.e., U( is a null-

Lagrangian with respect to n.

Remark 15 (Pull-back to the referential manifold): Alternatively, the Euler–Lagrange equa-

tion of the referential motion problem can be derived via a complete pull-back of the spatial

and the material motion version of the Dirichlet principle onto the referential manifold:

�Ft � ðdivn
�Pt þ b(� þ ~f t� ðdivn~pt þ B(� ¼ 0: ð5:20Þ

The above equation follows straightforwardly through a premultiplication of Eqs. (5.9.3) and

(5.15.3) with the referential deformation gradients �Ft and ~f t, respectively. It can be

reformulated in the following format:

divnð�Ft � �PtÞ � �Pt : rn
�Fþ �Ft � b( þ divnð~f t � ~ptÞ � ~pt : rn

~f þ ~f t � B( ¼ 0: ð5:21Þ

Recall that the referential gradient of the potential energy density U( parameterized as

U( ¼ U(ð~F; �f ; ~U; �uÞ takes the following expression:

rnU( ¼ d�FU( : rn
�Fþ d~fU( : rn

~f þ @ ~UU( � rn
~Uþ @�uU( � rn �u: ð5:22Þ

With the help of the definitions of the referential momentum fluxes and sources according to

Eqs. (5.6) and (5.12) as

�Pt :¼ D�FU( ¼ d�FU(; b(:¼ �@�uU( ¼ �@uU(;

~pt :¼ d~fU( ¼ d~fU(; B(:¼ �@ ~UU( ¼ �@UU(;
ð5:23Þ

the referential gradient of the potential energy density can be reformulated as follows:

rnU( ¼ �Pt : rn
�Fþ ~pt : rn

~f�B( � ~f�b( � �F: ð5:24Þ

Consequently, the second, third, fifth and sixth term of Eq. (5.21) can be replaced by the

expression divnð�U(IÞ to render the Euler–Lagrange equation of the referential motion

problem (5.19):

divnðU(I� �Ft � �Pt � ~f t � ~ptÞ ¼ 0: ð5:25Þ

Alternatively, Eq. (5.21) can be reformulated as

�divnð�Rt þ ~rtÞ þ rnU( ¼ 0; ð5:26Þ

whereby ��Rt ¼ �Ft � �Pt � U(I and �~rt ¼ ~f t � ~pt � U(I take the interpretation of referential

Eshelby stresses.

Remark 16 (Classification of traditional ALE approaches): In the context of ALE applica-

tions, the second set of Eqs. (5.9) represents the ‘‘equilibrium equations’’ while the third set of

Eqs. (5.15) is referred to as ‘‘mesh motion equations’’ or ‘‘remeshing strategy’’. Traditionally,

this last set of equations is set up arbitrarily, i.e., the mesh coordinates are repositioned

according to an arbitrary user-defined strategy.

6 ALE Hamilton principle

Let us now consider the case of hyperelastodynamic conservative systems which are charac-

terized through the Hamilton principle. We thus introduce the kinetic energy density K( per

unit volume in B(, keeping in mind that it is typically introduced as a quadratic form in the
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spatial or material velocity as K0 ¼ q0v � g � v=2 or Kt ¼ qtV � C � V=2, respectively. The cor-

responding Lagrange density L( per unit volume in B( is then given as the difference between

the kinetic energy density K( and the potential energy density U(,

L( ¼ K( � U( ¼ K( �W( � V(: ð6:1Þ

Accordingly, the hyperelastodynamic conservative mechanical system is characterized by the

total Lagrangian L defined through the integration of L( over the reference domain B(

integrated over the time interval T ¼ ½0;T�,

Lð�u; ~UÞ ¼
Z

B(	T
L( dV(dt! stat; dLð�u; ~UÞ ¼

Z

B(	T
dL( dV(dt¼: 0: ð6:2Þ

The stationarity of the total Lagrangian L obviously corresponds to its vanishing total vari-

ation dL. Similar to the non-transient case, we reformulate the total variation dL

dL ¼ dxLþ dXL¼: 0 ð6:3Þ

in terms of the variation with respect to the spatial coordinates x at fixed material and refer-

ential coordinates X and n denoted as dxL plus the variation with respect to the material

coordinates X at fixed spatial and referential coordinates x and n denoted as dXL.

6.1 Hamilton principle of the spatial motion problem

For the spatial motion problem, the Lagrange densities L0 and Lt are parameterized in terms of

the spatial motion map u, the related tangent map F and the spatial velocity v:

L0 ¼ L0ðu; v;F; XÞ; Lt ¼ Ltðu; v;F; XÞ; L( ¼ L(ð�u; �v; �F; ~u; c; ~FÞ: ð6:4Þ

The parametrization of the corresponding referential version L( follows straightforwardly

from a reparametrization with the help of Eqs. (2.5) and (3.8) as u ¼ �u � ~u, F ¼ �F � ~F and

v ¼ �vþ c at fixed ~u, ~F and c. By making use of Eq. (4.5), we can reformulate the variation of

the Lagrangian L with respect to the spatial coordinates x at fixed material and referential

coordinates X and n according to the following expressions:

dxL ¼
Z

B0	T
Dtd�u � @vL0 þrXd�u : DFL0 þ d�u � @uL0dV0dt ¼ 0;

dxL ¼
Z

Bt	T
Dtd�u � @vLt þrxd�u : ½LtI� f t �DfLt� þ d�u � @uLtdVtdt ¼ 0;

dxL ¼
Z

B(	T
Dtd�u � @�vL( þrnd�u : D�FL( þ d�u � @�uL(dV(dt ¼ 0:

ð6:5Þ

Next, we introduce the spatial motion momentum densities p0, pt and p(, the corresponding

momentum fluxes Pt
D,

�Pt
D and rt

D ¼ jPt
D � Ft ¼ �j �Pt

D � �Ft, i.e., the dynamic generalizations of

the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress and of the Cauchy stress, and the momentum sources b0, bt and

b(, i.e., the spatial volume force densities per unit volume in B0, Bt and B(, respectively:

p0 :¼ @vL0; Pt
D:¼ �DFL0; b0 :¼@uL0;

pt :¼ @vLt; rt
D :¼ �LtIþ f t �DfLt; bt :¼@uLt;

p( :¼ @�vL(; �Pt
D :¼ �D�FL(; b(:¼@�uL(:

ð6:6Þ

Further simplifications of the above definitions follow by making use of the specific para-

metrization K0 ¼ K0ðv;F; XÞ as
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p0 ¼ q0g � v; Pt
D ¼ Pt; b0 ¼ �@uV0;

pt ¼ qtg � v; rt
D ¼ rt; bt ¼ �@uVt;

p( ¼ q(g � v; �Pt
D ¼ �Pt; b( ¼ �@�/V(;

ð6:7Þ

keeping in mind that DFV0 � 0, DFK0 � 0, @uW0 � 0 and DfKt ¼ KtF
t. Equations (6.5) can

thus be reformulated in the following form:

dxL ¼
Z

B0	T
Dtd�u � p0 �rXd�u : Pt

D þ d�u � b0dV0dt ¼ 0;

dxL ¼
Z

Bt	T
dtd�u � pt �rxd�u : rt

d þ d�u � btdVtdt ¼ 0;

dxL ¼
Z

B(	T
dtd�u � p(�rnd�u : �Pt

d þ d�u � b(dV(dt ¼ 0;

ð6:8Þ

introducing the first set of equivalent Euler–Lagrange field equations,

Dtp0 ¼ divXPt
D þ b0; dtpt ¼ divxrt

d þ bt; dtp( ¼ divn
�Pt

d þ b( ð6:9:1–3Þ

in the form of the classical spatial motion momentum balance. Thereby we have introduced the

following abbreviations for the spatial and the referential momentum fluxes including the

convective terms pt � v and p( � ~v:

rt
d ¼ rt

D � pt � v; �Pt
d ¼ �Pt

D � p( � ~v: ð6:10Þ

The above equations can be recast into the following expressions

Dtp0 ¼ divXPt
D þ b0; jDtpt ¼ divxrt

D þ bt; ~jDtp( ¼ divn
�Pt

D þ b( ð6:11Þ

with the help of the corresponding Reynolds theorems (3.12).

6.2 Hamilton principle of the material motion problem

In complete duality, the parametrization of the material motion Lagrange densities L0, Lt and

L( takes the following format:

Lt ¼ LtðU;V; f ; xÞ; L0 ¼ L0ðU;V; f ; xÞ; L( ¼ L(ð ~U; ~V; ~f ; �U; �C; �fÞ: ð6:12Þ

Again, the parametrization of the corresponding referential version L( follows from a

reparametrization with the help of Eqs. (2.11) and (3.9) as U ¼ ~U � �U, f ¼ ~f � �f and V ¼ ~V þ C

whereby �U, �f and C are fixed for the material motion problem. The variation of the Lagrangian

L with respect to the material coordinates X at fixed spatial and referential coordinates x and n

takes the following form:

dXL ¼
Z

Bt	T
dtd ~U � @VLt þrxd ~U : dfLt þ d ~U � @ULtdVtdt ¼ 0;

dXL ¼
Z

B0	T
dtd ~U � @VL0 þrXd ~U : ½L0I � Ft � dFL0� þ d ~U � @UL0dV0dt ¼ 0;

dXL ¼
Z

B(	T
dtd ~U � @~VL( þrnd ~U : d~fL( þ d ~U � @ ~UL(dV(dt ¼ 0:

ð6:13Þ

It motivates the definition of the material motion momentum density Pt, the dynamic

momentum fluxes pt
d, ~pt

d and Rt
d ¼ Jpt

d � f t ¼ ~J~pt
d � ~f t, i.e., two-point stress tensors of Piola–

Kirchhoff type and the classical Eshelby stress and the momentum sources Bt, B0 and B(:
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Pt :¼ @VLt; pt
d:¼ �dfLt; Bt :¼@ULt;

P0 :¼ @VL0; Rt
d:¼ �L0Iþ Ft � dFL0; B0 :¼@UL0;

P( :¼ @~VL(; ~pt
d :¼ �d~fL(; B(:¼@ ~UL(;

ð6:14Þ

which can be further simplified by making use of the specific parametrization of

Kt ¼ KtðV; f ;UÞ:

Pt ¼ qtC � V; pt
d ¼ pt�KtF

t�Pt�v; Bt ¼ @UKt�@UWt�@UVt;

P0 ¼ q0C � V; Rt
d ¼ Rt�K0Iþ P0�V; B0 ¼ @UK0�@UW0�@UV0;

P( ¼ q(C � V; ~pt
d ¼ ~pt�K( ~Ft�P(�w; B( ¼ @ ~UK(�@ ~UW(�@ ~UV(:

ð6:15Þ

Consequently, Eqs. (6.13) can be reformulated in the following form:

dXL ¼
Z

Bt	T
dtd ~U � Pt �rxd ~U : pt

d þ d ~U � BtdVtdt ¼ 0;

dXL ¼
Z

B0	T
Dtd ~U � P0 �rXd ~U : Rt

D þ d ~U � B0dV0dt ¼ 0;

dXL ¼
Z

B(	T
dtd ~U � P(�rnd ~U : ~pt

d þ d ~U � B(dV(dt ¼ 0;

ð6:16Þ

introducing the second set of equivalent Euler–Lagrange field equations,

dtPt ¼ divxpt
d þ Bt; DtP0 ¼ divXRt

D þ B0; dtP( ¼ divn~pt
d þ B(; ð6:17:1–3Þ

in the form of the material motion momentum balance. By making use of the relations between

the material and referential momentum fluxes in terms of the convective terms P0 � V and

P( � �V according to the Reynolds theorem (3.12) as

Rt
D ¼ Rt

d � P0 � V; ~pt
d ¼ ~pt

d � P( � �V; ð6:18Þ

we immediately obtain the following relations:

dtPt ¼ divxpt
d þ Bt; JdtP0 ¼ divXRt

d þ B0; �JdtP( ¼ divn~pt
d þ B(: ð6:19Þ

Remark 17 (Referential Hamilton principle): The Hamilton principle of the referential motion

problem dnL ¼ dLjX;xfixed ¼ 0 is defined in terms of the Lagrangian density L( parameterized

as L( ¼ L(ð~F; �f ; ~v; �V; X;xÞ. It can be expressed through the potential energy density U(

introduced in Sect. 5 and the kinetic energy density K( as L( ¼ K( � U(, whereby K( in

particular takes the following representation: K( ¼ q( : ð~v� �V� � �C � ½~v� �V�=2, with

~v ¼ Dt ~u ¼ dt ~uþrn ~u � ~v, �V ¼ dt
�U ¼ dt

�Uþrn
�U � �V and �C ¼ �Ft � �F. The variation of the total

LagrangianL with respect to the referential coordinates n at fixed material and spatial position

X and x,

dnL ¼
Z

B(	T

dtdn � ð@~vL( þ @�VL(� þ rndn : ðL(Iþ @~FL( � ~Ft þ @�fL( � �f t

þ @�VL( �W� dV(dt ¼ 0

ð6:20Þ

can be further simplified by making use of the fact that the dynamic contributions @~vL( and

@�VL( cancel one another since @~vL( ¼ q(
�C� : ð~v� �V� ¼ �@�VL(. The remaining part

divnðL(Iþ @~FL( � ~Ft þ @�fL( � �f t þ @�VL( �WÞ ¼ 0 ð6:21Þ

or rather
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divnðL(Iþ ~f t � ~pt
d þ �Ft � �Pt

D þ @�VL( �WÞ ¼ 0 ð6:22Þ

corresponds to the Euler–Lagrange equation (5.19) of the referential Dirichlet problem which is

fulfilled identically. Similar to the total energyU, the LagrangianL thus only measures relative

changes between the material configuration B0 and the spatial configuration Bt independent of

the choice of the reference configuration B(. Thus, L is a null-Lagrangian with respect to n.

Remark 18 (Pull-back to the referential manifold): An alternative derivation of the Euler–La-

grange equation of the referential motion problem follows from a complete pull-back of the

spatial and the material motion version of the Hamilton principle (6.9.3) and (6.17.3) onto the

referential manifold:

�Ft � ðdtp( � divn
�Pt

d � b(� þ ~f t � ðdtP( � divn~pt
d � B(� ¼ 0: ð6:23Þ

When reformulating the above equation, we have to make use of the following essential rela-

tions between the referential momentum densities:

�P( ¼ ��Ft � p( ¼ �~p(; ~p( ¼ �~f t � P( ¼ ��P(; ð6:24Þ

and thus with b( ¼ �@�uV( and B( ¼ @ ~UK( � @ ~UW( � @ ~UV(

�dt
�P(�p( � rn�v�divnð�Ft � �Pt

dÞ þ �Pt
d : rn

�Fþ �Ft�@�uV(;

�dt~p(�P( � rn
~V�divnð~f t � ~pt

dÞ þ ~pt
d : rn

~f þ ~f t�½�@ ~UK( þ @ ~UW( þ @ ~UV(�¼ 0: ð6:25Þ

With the help of the definitions of the dynamic momentum fluxes �Pt
d ¼ �Pt � p( � ~v and

~pt
d ¼ ~pt � K( ~Ft � P(� : ðwþ �V� whereby wþ �V ¼ ~v we can eliminate the static contributions

divnð�Ft � �PtÞ� �Pt : rn
�F��Ft�@�uV(;

divnð~f t � ~ptÞ�~pt : rn
~f�~f t�½@ ~UW( þ @ ~UV(�¼ 0; ð6:26Þ

which have been shown to vanish identically according to the referential pull-back of the

Dirichlet principle, compare Eq. (5.21). Accordingly, the remaining dynamic contributions take

the following format:

�dt
�P(�p( � rn�vþ divnð�Ft � p( � ~vÞ �½p( � ~v� : rn

�F

�dt~p(�P( � rn
~V þ divnð~f t� : ðK( ~Ft þ P( � ~v�Þ�½K( ~Ft þ P( � ~v� : rn

~f � ~f t � @ ~UK( ¼ 0:

ð6:27Þ

With the help of some additional tedious manipulations, in particular by making use of the

identities

p( � rn�v ¼ �P( � rn~v�½p( � ~v� : rn
�Fþp( � rnv;

P( � rn
~V ¼ ~p( � rn~v�½P( � ~v� : rn

~f ð6:28Þ

and

rnK( ¼ K( ~Ft : rn
~f þ p( � rnvþ ~f t � @ ~UK(; ð6:29Þ

Eq. (6.27) can eventually be recast into the following format:

�dt
�P(�p( � rnv�divnð�P( � ~vÞ��P( � rn~v;

�dt~p( þ p( � rnv�divnð~p( � ~vÞ�~p( � rn~v¼ 0: ð6:30Þ
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Recalling that �P( ¼ �~p( according to Eqs. (6.24), we recognize immediately that the above

equation is trivially fulfilled identically and thus Eq. (6.23) is an identity.

7 Discussion

A variational arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for hyperelastostatic and hyper-

elastodynamic problems has been derived. Existing ALE formulations have been identified as

special cases within this general framework. In particular, the set of governing equations has

been derived for the classical spatial motion problem as well as for the material motion problem

in a conceptually analogous way.

Within any ALE approach, not only the spatial but also the material domain is allowed to

move independently in space. Accordingly, a third configuration, the fixed ALE reference

domain, has to be introduced. In this respect, the key ingredient of the present variational ALE

formulation is based on the rigorous reformulation of the total variation by the sum of the

variation with respect to the spatial coordinates at fixed material and referential placements

plus the variation with respect to the material coordinates at fixed spatial and referential

placements.

The ALE Dirichlet and Hamilton principle of the spatial motion problem essentially in-

troduced the balance of spatial forces while the corresponding material motion problem defined

the balance of material or rather configurational forces. Remarkably, the pull-back of both sets

of equations onto the referential manifold rendered a set of equations which is trivially fulfilled,

i.e. the variation with respect to the referential coordinates at fixed spatial and material pla-

cements. This fact nicely illustrates that the ALE reference configuration can, of course, be

chosen arbitrarily since the relevant potential energy density and the Lagrange density ex-

clusively account for the relative motion between the spatial and the material configuration.

Accordingly, a change of the reference configuration does neither contribute to the total energy

density nor to the Lagrange density.

The algorithmic realization of the derived set of equations within the finite element context is

straightforward. A monolithic solution strategy solving simultaneously for both the spatial and

the material motion map has been carried out successfully for the non-transient case by the

authors. An extension to the transient case is currently being elaborated.
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